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We need your vote!
 

Planet Texas 2050 and the Good Systems grand challenge teams need your
help getting to SXSW 2020 next March. We have four PanelPicker sessions
that need your vote this week. 

Escaping Doom: Transforming Science into Experience
We know that climate change is real, and information is the language of
science. However, data alone are often incomprehensible to the average
person. This panel and our real-life experiential escape room make scientific
findings accessible and encourage informed discussion and decision-making by
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all. At UT, we're leveraging existing data and expertise to develop an escape
room that explores how scientific research can be integrated into an engaging,
entertaining and educational storytelling experience.

Are We Losing the Race to Make AI Ethical?
We’re witnessing the high-tech version of the tortoise and the hare: AI
technologies are being designed and deployed faster than laws can regulate
them, but in this story, slow and steady might not win the race. “Ethical AI” is a
popular term, but how do you achieve that when values like privacy and trust
are pitted against wealth, power, convenience, or even just entertainment? We
can’t afford to unleash new technologies then wait years for laws to mitigate
their unintended consequences. We need proactive efforts that encourage
innovation while anticipating their societal implications.

Decongest the Future: An Urban Planning Approach
Downtown-centric urban systems are problematic. The annual economic losses
due to congestion are estimated at $126 billion. Additionally these systems are
associated with increased cost of living, reduced quality of life, labor market
skill mismatches and environmental harm. A parallel trend is the growing
demand of remote and flexible work. Working from home among the non-self-
employed has grown by 140% since 2005. From 2010 to 2018, coworking
spaces grew from 436 to 17,725. Currently 44% of large corporations use
coworking spaces. In our session, we will discuss a Sustainable Cowork Design
that aligns business participation incentives and will optimally locate coworking
centers to decrease employees' commute times and increase labor market
efficiency.

A Technology Toolkit for Community Resilience
How can communities prepare for extreme weather events while building long-
term resilience? Rising temperatures, increased flood risk, and other extreme
weather events threaten critical infrastructure systems; vulnerable communities
see these impacts further magnified, as acute weather events interact with
chronic challenges such as poverty and inequitable access to
infrastructure/services. In response, a team of Austin community members,
staff members from the City of Austin, Austin-based nonprofit Go Austin,
Vamos Austin, and researchers from The University of Texas at Austin are
building a technological tool kit to increase community resilience to acute and
chronic stressors by pairing innovative solutions for data sharing and use with
community organizing and network activation.
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Stay Connected
Sign up for our newsletter
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